In 2017, LUMICAN, a lighting manufacturer in Edmonton,
decided to create and produce this unique street/area light.
Collaborating with Light-Efficient Communities.Com and
their international associates, Lumican created a new type
of highly efficient, highly directed, low-colour temperature,
LEC-Compliant streetlight, a great community asset which
will reduce carbon levels and climate change as well.
LUMICANA, as it is called, is a high-tech, highly
sophisticated LED-based lighting system with minimal
blue light. It efficiently produces a light of 2200 Kelvin, a
colour temperature which meets the requirements of LightEfficient Communities.Com and associates. LUMICANA
also addresses the research-supported concerns of the
American Medical Association about the multitude of
resulting serious, negative effects on people, plants,
animals and the night environment.
Direct light trespass onto adjacent buildings is avoided in
order to protect residents from the dangers of light at night.
This is important for all people, including parents who
want to improve their children’s sleep habits. It will also
help alleviate the problems faced by those suffering from
sleep-deprivation syndrome, a serious problem dramatically
increasing in our over-lit communities. This sleek, modern
luminaire will direct warm-white light, with little blue,
over the streets, sidewalks and 1 meter into yard space for
safety reasons. With integrated computer controls,
LUMICANA will provide sufficient light only when
needed, increasing its efficiency and costs-reduction.
We are proud of what this international collaborative effort
has achieved and delighted to support these efforts for
better lighting, which will improve the community setting
at night and the well-being of its inhabitants as well as their
quality of life. (A short period of time may be needed to
adapt to this change in lighting but the improvements will
be greatly appreciated as time goes on.)

LUMICANA STREETLIGHT VIEWS

LUMICANA STREET/AREA LUMINAIRE

Left Light: LUMICANA
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Right Light: Regular LED

Contact Information:

A Message from
LUMICAN.com
Light-EfficientCommunities.Com

Better Lighting for Your Community

The LEC Prime Principle

Your neighborhood will soon receive leading-edge
streetlights for a pilot program. They were specially
designed and created to improve energy savings, health and
safety and minimize or eliminate light waste, glare, light
trespass, pollution; environmental and climate impacts, etc.

Light only what needs to be lit only when it needs to be lit
with the most efficient light source of appropriate
intensity and colour without creating direct light trespass
on neighboring properties and the night sky.
Keep your light to yourself!

Background

Lumicana – A New LEC-Compliant Luminaire

Since communities started providing electric lighting there
has been a continual effort to provide increasingly efficient
light sources. The emphasis has been on using more
efficient bulbs encased in reflective luminaires. However,
the luminaires were not designed to tightly control and
maximize efficient use of the light produced but rather to
spread light over the entire area surrounding the streetlight.
This has resulted in much waste light, light trespass glare
and light pollution throughout communities world-wide.

In 2016, based on international
conferences and discussions about
the serious problems associated with
street lighting, Light-Efficient
Communities.Com took the
concerns of consultants, engineers,
scientists, advocates, activists, etc.
and created a conceptual design with
the best possible specifications for
the healthiest, most environmentally–friendly, efficient and
effective streetlight possible.

The development of Light Emitting Diodes (LED's) led to a
much less expensive and efficient way of producing light
and manufacturers immediately saw a way to cut power
consumption, thus saving energy and money.
Recent bio-medical research indicates an increasing
number of serious negative effects regarding the use of
artificial light at night. It must be noted that not only does it
negatively affect humans but also flora, fauna, eco-systems
and the environment.
Artificial light at night, especially blue, interferes with the
body's ability to produce melatonin, a hormone vital to the
body's health. This helps the body adjust its circadian
rhythm and aids the body in fighting breast and prostate
cancers, Alzheimer's disease and sleep-deprivation
syndrome. (Shielding one’s self from blue light at night is
essential for good health.)

Contemporary streetlights provide light waste and a multitude of serious
negative effects for people, animals, plants and the night environment.

Unfortunately, the first generations of LED's contained
much blue light. The first adopters of LED street lighting
were subjected to garish lighting that did not flatter the
community nor please its citizens. Most are now replaced.
The colour quality of LED's has continued to improve and
most recently LED's of lower colour temperature (warmer
colours) have been introduced based on the demand for
healthier lighting by environmentally-conscious people and
communities.
Luminaire design has seen some improvement. However,
most luminaires, including latest models, still have not been
specifically designed to minimize glare, light waste, light
trespass and light pollution. Thus, they continue to waste
significant amounts of electricity, light and money.
The Light-Efficient Communities.Com (LEC's) organization
has been active in promoting better lighting within
communities through better lighting approaches,
technologies and public education.

The specifications:
- it must meet all the usual streetlighting specifications
- the colour temperature must be 2200 Kelvin (warm white)
- it must have minimum blue colour for health reasons
- it must be appropriately shielded to only place light where
required - on the streets and sidewalks
- light waste, light trespass, glare and light pollution are to
be eliminated or minimized to improve health, safety and
seeing for humans, flora and fauna and the night
environment.
As well, to be LEC-Compliant, (Light-Efficient
Communities’ standard.), the luminaire had to be IDAapproved (International Dark Sky Assoc.) and meet LECCompliant specifications.

